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Original title:

Narcis si Fifi

English title:

Narcis and Fifi

Production
company:
Director:

UNATC Film

Screenwriter:

Serban racoviteanu

Director of
photography:
Producer:

Vlad Lapadatescu

Editor:
Sound:
Prod. design:
Music:

Serban Racoviteanu

Serban Racoviteanu,
Alexandru Dinu, UNATC
Film
Cosmin Stanga
Petre Osman, Andrei
Boanta
Serban Racoviteanu,
Alexandru Dinu
-

Trailer:

https://vimeo.com/229261171
pass: bumfli156

Facebook:

https://web.facebook.com/NarcissiFifi/?ref=br_rs

Imdb:

-

Movie
site:

-

Cast:

Voicu Aanitei, Beatrice Rubica, Nicoleta Moscalenco, Cosmin Dominte, Alexandru
Banciu, Maia Morgenstern
Synopsis română: Narcis are mari probleme cu doi camatari in urma unei sume nereturnate de 2.000 de euro. Are
o ora la dispozitie sa aduca banii iar singura solutie rezonabila este sa se “imprumute” de la mama sa soacra fara
ca aceasta sa stie.

Synopsis English:
Narcis is in a lot of trouble with some gangsters over a 2.000 euro debt. He has one hour to come up with the money
and the only reasonable solution is to “borrow” the money from his mother-in-law without her knowing so.
Festival Presentation:
Awards:
-

LINK:

https://vimeo.com/229257479
pass: bumfli156
Technical information
Country:

Production year:

2017

Running time:

Romania
27 minutes

Lenght mtrs:

-

Color:

yes

No. of reels

-

Genre:

Comedy

Subtitles:

Filmtype:

Digital

Dialogue list:

yes
yes

Format:

2:35.
Apple pro res 4444 xq
24 fps

Sound:

stereo

Filmspeed:

Available screening formats:
DVD/downloadable format.

Director’s Bio / Filmography: My name is Serban Racoviteanu, I was born on the 13 th of July 1993 in a small city of
Romania. After finishing highschool in 2012 I was admitted at the National University of Bucharest, The Law
School Section but after one year I quitted to pursue a carrer in film directing. The same year I applied and was
admitted at the National University of Theathre and Film “I.L Caragiale” Bucharest at the “Film and Television
Directing” section under the guidance of Mr. Doru Nitescu and Mr. Marius Sopterean. Currently I am pursuing a
Masters Degree at the same University.

Writer’s Bio / Filmography: -

Director of photography’s Bio / Filmography: My name is Vlad-Cristian Lapadatescu. I was born on 20th December
1994 in Bucharest, Romania and I am living here ever since. My father introduced me to photography when I was
about 12, and i've been passionate about creating visual stories ever since. I studied a lot on my own in
highschool, doing all kinds of photographic experiments. During this period I found myself watching a lot of
movies, seing beautiful scenes, understanding the power that film has when it comes to visual storytelling and
decided to go to film school. Nowadays I am studying cinematography at UNATC in Romania, discovering new
ways to express myself.

Producer’s Bio / Filmography: -

